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I thought the 487cm makes a difference. 

These words that I am placing on this wall don’t necessarily inhabit (or fit) nor jusNfy the 
intervenNon. This intervenNon is what it is. Somehow placing the text on this wall is a way 
to admit the existence of this wall. 

We give order to space and it is Nme where a place negoNates its own existence. The 
dead tree leaves that each one can see while standing in what used to be an inside facing 
out, now are free to give a visit to this space.  
The passers-by might find a way to appropriate the echo in an invisible way. 
The space’s echo is in its void. The one enNty will be transformed into different forms, in a 
way freeing the void from its proper dimension. 

In the same manner, lisNng all these ideas behind this transformaNon of the space in 
relaNon to my life in Beirut looked so real and obvious that I rather spend Nme cleaning 
this window from dust. 

Cleaning the window for the coming days is a way to understand the wall and its silent - 
whiteness - posiNon; which is hiding visibly behind a fragile reality. 

JusNfying is looking for meanings, being logical or not; which I thought might be not 
relevant here and today.  

A wall is a wall, 
The window serves its purpose when it opens a dialogue. 
The void however is the only place that I wish to keep on measuring endlessly. 

I thought the 487cm makes a difference. 
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